WiTricity Corp. 's energy system can provide power to or charge nearby devices wirelessly. The charging system turns incoming electric current into a magnetic field, which then induces current in and a magnetic field around a resonating coil. This induces a magnetic field in a coil in a nearby device, thereby transferring energy. Source: WiTricity Corp.
A method for transferring energy wirelessly promises to streamline the device-charging process as well as provide power to an array of electronic devices such as cellular phones and MP3 players.
WiTricity Corp.'s wireless energy system comes as a flat pad on which devices sit or as a domed pod that powers or charges devices placed nearby. Manufacturers could also place the WiTricity components into a computer or other electronic device that requires charging.
The charging system is powered via an electrical outlet or battery, noted David Schatz, the company's director of business development and marketing.
First, the charger converts incoming AC power to DC, then the radio amplifier creates and amplifies high-frequency signals, said Schatz. The high-frequency current flowing through the charger's power source excites a tuned resonator coil that starts oscillating, which creates an oscillating magnetic field.
The device being powered has a coil tuned to the same frequency as the charger. This induces the magnetic field to flow from the charger to the other device, thereby transferring energy.
So far, Schatz noted, the researchers have transferred electricity wirelessly over a distance of two meters. However, he said, the larger the resonator, the stronger the magnetic field and the farther the system could transfer power to devices. Because WiTricity's system requires access to an energy source, it will not be a go-anywhere technology, Schatz noted. However, he added, it eventually may be able to work at outdoor locations with their own power sources, such as perhaps bus stops.
Menno Treffers, chair of the Wireless Power Consortium and Philips Electronics' senior director of standardization, said WiTricity's approach appears to have the same limited-transmission-range issues as the technology developed by the consortium, to which WiTricity does not belong.
When WiTricity demonstrated its product at January's Computer Electronics Show, it powered a 32-inch TV from about half a meter away. WiTricity is also working on some specialized, classified military systems, according to Schatz.
The company is already selling its components and systems directly to vendors and also plans to license the intellectual property to manufacturers. Now, Schatz said, research must look into how to integrate the technology within electronics devices.
He predicted computer electronics companies will soon start working on incorporating WiTricity technology into products that will ship in 2011.
New Technique Provides Energy Wirelessly
Researchers Pioneer Innovative Antiphishing Approach R esearchers have developed an innovative approach to identifying webpages that phishers use to trick victims into entering confidential information such as user names, passwords, and bank-account and credit-card numbers.
Scientists at Taiwan's Academia Sinica focused their efforts on recognizing the pages based on their appearance rather than their content, as current antiphishing approaches do.
Phishers typically create webpages that look like those belonging to banks, e-commerce operations, or other businesses on which users might enter financial or accountaccess information. When a user enters such data on a fake page, the phisher captures the information and utilizes it to defraud the victim.
Surveys by Gartner Inc., a market research firm, found that due to phishing attacks in the US alone, 3.6 million people lost about $3.2 billion in 2007 and 5 million lost about $1.8 billion in 2008.
Traditional antiphishing approaches focus on user complaints and content analysis, explained Dave Cowings, Symantec Security Response's senior manager for operations.
Verified user complaints will put phishers' pages on blacklists of websites.
Some traditional approaches analyze the content of websites that appear similar to well-known sites. If the content on a suspect page is the same as on a genuine site but the URLs are different, the software assumes the suspect page originated with phishers. However, this approach can miss small differences between pages and thereby yield false positive findings.
A lso, said Academica Sinica researcher Kuan-Ta Chen, phishers commonly attempt to circumvent traditional approaches by designing webpages without actual text-such as by using images of text insteadthereby making content analysis useless.
The Academia Sinica system analyzes the appearance of genuine and phishers' versions of pages and looks for subtle differences.
The system examines the appearance of websites that are common phishing targets, focusing on keypoints. According to Chen, keypoints are small, easily identifiable parts of a page, such as edges, corners, or areas with large color or contrast differences. Analyzing keypoints can identify tiny differences and also eliminates the need to examine entire pages, saving both time and computational overhead.
In addition to copying pages imprecisely, Chen explained, "phishers [sometimes] add messages to their pages designed to convince victims that they must enter private information immediately and also include advertisements that, when clicked on, direct users to yet another malicious website."
The Academia Sinica system looks for such differences.
The researchers have already examined 2,058 pages on 74 websites that phishers commonly replicate, including the top five targets: eBay, PayPal, Marshall & Ilsley Bank, Charter One Bank, and Bank of America.
In tests, Chen said, his system has accurately recognized phishing sites between 95 and 98 percent of the time.
The scientists have implemented their technology in their Phishgig website (http://mmnet.iis.sinica.edu. tw/proj/phishgig), from which users can download a Firefox browser plugin capable of detecting phishing pages. Once Phishgig detects a fraudulent page, it displays a warning that users can heed or ignore.
The team is developing plugins for other browsers, including Internet Explorer and Google Chrome.
Marty Lindner-principal engineer at CERT, a security research center at Carnegie Mellon University's Software Engineering Institute-said the approach will probably be effective only long enough for phishers to figure out how to circumvent it.
The most important aspect of phishing security is careful behavior by potential victims, he explained, and many users are insufficiently cautious.
Chen said he realizes that phishers commonly change their methods, so his team is monitoring activity to see if and how they alter their approaches in response to the new technique.
Meanwhile, he noted, the technology works only with copies of the pages the system has already examined.
Chen said the researchers are open to commercialization opportunities. IEEE 802.15.3c-2009 is fast largely because it works in the unlicensed 57-to-64-GHz frequency range, which offers large amounts of available bandwidth.
News Briefs written by
The standard's completion is a key data-communications milestone because it is the first IEEE 802 series wireless standard to specify operation in the 60-GHz spectrum and offer data rates of at least 1 Gbps, M IT Media Lab researchers have built an interface project called the Living Wall. The project would let users touch the wall to activate lamps, music systems, and other items in a room.
The Living Wall uses electronically enabled wallpaper covered with electronically conductive paints that create not only decorative patterns but also circuitry that helps enable device control.
Earlier wall-based interfaces required energy-hungry projectors to throw images on the walls for decoration.
The Living Wall project, led by MIT assistant professor Leah Buechley, takes a different, inexpensive, and energy-efficient approach.
The researchers used a copper-based conductive paint to draw lines that function as circuits. This, in essence, applies a large, flexible printed circuit board to a wall.
They then magnetically attached electronic components-such as accelerometers, light sensors, touch sensors, temperature sensors, and Bluetooth wireless-communications modules for controlling smaller devices such as computers and cellular phones-to the wall's circuit board.
The wireless modules could be used to control larger appliances in the future, according to Buechley.
Users press the touch sensors to control devices. The other sensors monitor environmental variables near the wall to make lighting, temperature, and other adjustments as necessary.
The system runs at about 20 volts, she noted, and draws about 2 amps and 40 watts when fully loaded with devices to control. By comparison, a laptop consumes about 50 watts and a microwave, about 1,000 watts.
Buechley said her team is discussing commercializing the technology with several companies, which she declined to name.
RESEARCHERS BUILD A WALL THAT ACTS LIKE A REMOTE CONTROL
MIT's Living Wall project uses wallpaper and paint, both electronically enabled, that create not only decorative patterns but also electronic circuitry. This lets users touch the wall and control electronic items in the same room. 
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